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ABSTRACT 

Biopharmaceutical products, such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and other 

recombinant therapeutic proteins, had global sales of $140 billion in 2013. Chinese 

hamster ovary (CHO) cells are one of the most commonly used cell platforms to 

express mAbs and recombinant therapeutic proteins. Tools for cell line engineering, 

such as short interfering RNA (siRNA) interference and clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease 

(CRISPR/Cas9), which emerged over the last decade, were extensively used to 

generate recombinant CHO cell lines with desired properties. With the availability of 

the CHO-K1 and Chinese hamster genome sequences, these tools allow for the 

rational design of CHO cell engineering through sequence-specific approaches.  

This thesis describes an application of CHO cell engineering to address the 

impact of host cell protein (HCP) on formulation stability, a recurring problem 

observed in the biopharmaceutical industry. One particular HCP, lipoprotein lipase 

(LPL), is hypothesized to contribute to the degradation of polysorbate 20 (PS20) and 

polysorbate 80 (PS80), two surfactants used to stabilize recombinant therapeutic 

proteins in formulation, through enzymatic hydrolysis. The goals of this research are 

to (i) generate engineered CHO-K1 cell lines with a functional lpl knockout and (ii) 

study the impact of LPL on polysorbate degradation. Two cell line engineering tools, 

siRNA interference and CRISPR/Cas9, are applied in this work. Reduction in LPL 

expression by siRNA interference did not affect cell culture performance and is 

associated with lower PS80 degradation. The results of this study suggest that LPL 



 xii 

may play a significant role in PS80 hydrolysis, which motivates further investigation 

with a fully functional lpl knockout. Design of experiment methods are applied for 

optimizing the conditions for the polysorbate degradation assay and conditions are 

optimized to improve the reproducibility of the assay. These optimized conditions are 

used in subsequent polysorbate degradation studies. Rational design of targeted gene-

editing by CRISPR/Cas9 leads to the generation of five CHO-K1 cell lines with a 

functional lpl knockout. In this work, incubation with HCPs from the CHO-K1 lpl 

knockout cell lines was found to reduce polysorbate degradation. The findings from 

this work support our hypothesis that LPL contributes to polysorbate degradation 

through enzymatic hydrolysis. The tools and approach used in this thesis demonstrate 

the application of cell line engineering tools for extensive genetic manipulation and 

genomic analysis of engineered CHO cell lines and their potential use in addressing 

biopharmaceutical problems.  



 1 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells in Biotechnology 

 

Biopharmaceutical had global sales of $140 billion in 2013, with $63 billion 

contributed by sales of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), a type of recombinant 

therapeutic protein (Walsh, 2014). Six of the top ten product sales in 2013 are mAbs 

and they are projected to remain the most prominent class of biopharmaceuticals in the 

future (Walsh, 2014). Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell is one of the commonly used 

cell platforms to express recombinant therapeutic proteins, with 46% of therapeutic 

protein products on the market in 2012 produced in CHO cells (Kremkow & Lee, 

2013). 

The first recombinant therapeutic protein to gain approval from the Food and 

Drug Administration was humulin, which was recombinant human insulin produced in 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) (Walsh, 2012). The production of the human growth 

hormone in E. coli soon followed. However, the production of proteins that requires 

complex folding and post-translational modifications cannot be fulfilled with E. coli 

because it does not have the machinery necessary for such processes. Certain 

recombinant therapeutic proteins undergo post-translational modifications to be 

biologically active. Successful productions of therapeutic proteins with post-
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translational modifications, such as erythropoietin and tissue-type plasminogen 

activator (tPA), have been demonstrated in CHO cells (Jayapal et al., 2007; Walsh, 

2014). The adaptability and ease of genetic manipulation made CHO cells an 

important expression platform for the production of complex recombinant therapeutic 

proteins. 

 

1.2 CHO Cell Line Engineering and the Emergence of Genome-editing Tools 

 

The most traditional way of CHO cell line engineering is based on the stable 

integration of the gene of interest (GOI). Stable integration of the GOI in the CHO 

genome facilitates the constant expression of the GOI. The first step to inserting the 

GOI into the CHO genome is to clone the complementary DNA of the gene into an 

expression vector. The vector is then transfected into CHO cells for expression of the 

GOI. Incorporation of the transfected genetic material into the CHO genome is 

encouraged by applying selective pressure, like treatment with antibiotics. However, 

this method does not target specific sites and the gene is integrated at random 

locations in the genome, which can disrupt existing genetic material of the cell. Cells 

with desired traits, such as high specific productivity and cell growth, are selected 

through clonal isolation and expansion. Improvements in cloning techniques, such as 

expression vector design and clonal selection methods, and optimization of bioprocess 

increased specific productivity from 0.05 to 2–10 g/L (Datta et al., 2013; Huang et al., 

2010; Wurm, 2004). Although this method is effective, there is little understanding of 

how the growth and the productivity of the therapeutic product are affected by the 

transgene expression and changes to the engineered CHO cell. 
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Recent advances that led to the availability of the CHO-K1 and the Chinese 

hamster genome (Brinkrolf et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2011) aids the rational design of 

engineered CHO cell lines. The knowledge of the CHO genome aids the development 

of cell lines with improved productivity and cell viability, while reducing both cell 

line selection and process development times (Datta et al., 2013). The emergence of 

small interfering RNA (siRNA) interference and genome-editing tools allow for 

studies of targeted genes. siRNA interference has been applied in CHO cells to 

regulate cellular mechanisms, such as apoptosis (Lim et al., 2006) and lactate 

production (Kim & Lee, 2007). Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease (CRISPR/Cas9) and 

transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) are two genome-editing tools 

have been applied in CHO cells to knockout and knockin gene function (Lee et al., 

2015; Ronda et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2015; Valton et al., 2012). These tools, which 

emerged over the last decade, are extensively used to generate recombinant CHO cell 

lines with desired properties. 

 

1.3 Problem in CHO Biotechnology: Formulation instability 

 

Biopharmaceutical formulations typically include surfactants, such as 

polysorbate 20 (PS20) and polysorbate 80 (PS80), to prevent surface adsorption and 

protein aggregation of recombinant therapeutic proteins (Kishore, Kiese, et al., 2011; 

Maggio, 2012). In recent years, reports of polysorbate degradation in long-term 

storage of recombinant therapeutic proteins have surfaced due its potential impact on 

product quality (Doshi et al., 2015; Kerwin, 2008; Kishore, Pappenberger, et al., 2011; 
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Labrenz, 2014; Tomlinson et al., 2015). Polysorbates degrade by two types of 

mechanism: autoxidation or hydrolysis. Ester hydrolysis of polysorbate produces free 

fatty acids while autoxidation of polysorbate produces free fatty acids short chain 

alkanes, ketones, aldehydes, and acids (Doshi et al., 2015). Recent studies on the 

mechanism of polysorbate degradation suggest that the degradation observed may be 

catalyzed by an impurity in the downstream process (Labrenz, 2014; Tomlinson et al., 

2015).  

 

1.4 Project Goals 

 

The purpose of this work is to apply CHO cell line engineering tools on a 

known biopharmaceutical problem. In particular, the impact of lipoprotein lipase 

(LPL) on polysorbate stability is investigated. The objectives of this work are as 

follows: 

(1) Apply siRNA interference to CHO-K1 cells to reduce LPL expression. The 

impact of reduced LPL expression on cell culture performance and 

polysorbate degradation were explored to determine the practicality of a 

permanent lpl knockout study. 

(2) Apply CRISPR/Cas9 to (i) generate engineered CHO-K1 cell lines with a 

functional lpl knockout and (ii) study the impact of LPL on polysorbate 

degradation. The observations made in this study will generate discussion 

on the importance of addressing protein impurity on formulation and 

product stability. 
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1.5 Scope of work 

 

This thesis is composed of several sections, which describes the application of 

siRNA interference and CRISPR/Cas9 on CHO-K1 cells to investigate the impact of 

LPL on polysorbate stability. In Chapter 3, CHO-K1 cells are treated with LPL-

specific siRNA to investigate the impact of reduced LPL expression on cell culture 

performance and PS80 degradation. The observations made in Chapter 3 warrant a 

functional lpl knockout study with CRISPR/Cas9. Chapter 4 presents an optimization 

study used to identify the conditions that offer improved reproducibility of the PS80 

degradation assay. This work established the experimental conditions for all 

subsequent polysorbate studies and demonstrated improvement in the assay’s 

variability. Chapter 5 concludes this research by describing the application of 

CRISPR/Cas9 to knock out the function of lpl. Cell culture performance, LPL protein 

expression, and polysorbate degradation are investigated with CHO-K1 lpl knockout 

cell lines generated using this tool. 
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Chapter 2 

GENOME-EDITING TOOLS IN MAMMALIAN CELLS 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Genome-editing tools can be used to knock out or knock in gene expression to 

improve product quality and increase cellular production of therapeutic proteins. 

Targeted genome-editing is a controlled method used to induce genomic 

modifications, such as deletions and insertions, at specific points in the gene of 

interest, and has already shown its applicability in both bacterial and eukaryotic cells 

(Gaj et al., 2013). Studies that were previously difficult to perform, such as the 

verification of specific gene functions or the elucidation of how the genotype 

influences the phenotype, can be facilitated by genome-editing (Gaj et al., 2013; H. 

Kim & Kim, 2014). Due to its versatility and applicability in a broad range of 

organisms, the tool is widely adopted in biomedical research, biotechnology, and 

medicine (Hsu et al., 2014).  

Three particular genome-editing tools are zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN), 

transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN), and clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9. Although the structural make-

up among the three tools is different, the general mechanisms they use to edit genes 

are very similar. Two distinct domains are present in all three tools: a DNA-specific 
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recognition domain and a nuclease domain. As the name implies, the DNA-specific 

recognition domain recognizes a particular nucleotide sequence, called the target 

sequence, and complementarily binds to it. Once the target sequence is recognized by 

the DNA-binding domain, the nuclease domain cleaves the target sequence to create a 

double-strand break (DSB).  

DSBs in the DNA induce cellular responses for DNA repair, such as the 

nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway or the homology-directed repair (HDR) 

pathway. Both pathways repair DSBs by ligating the two broken ends together, but the 

repair pathway taken is influenced by the stage of the cell cycle (Chapman et al., 2012; 

Thompson, 2012). NHEJ is error-prone (1%) and often introduces small insertions and 

deletions (indels) of various lengths at the ligation site (Gaj et al., 2013; Sander & 

Joung, 2014). Indels can lead to a frameshift in the coding regions of the gene, 

disrupting the subsequent translations of the gene, which may result in a functional 

knockout of the target gene (Figure 2.1). The HDR pathway is more accurate and 

repairs DSBs in the presence of a homologous template of the DNA, such as a donor 

DNA, a single-strand oligodeoxynucleotide, or a sister chromatid (Chapman et al., 

2012; H. Kim & Kim, 2014; Thompson, 2012). For example, the introduction of a 

DNA template that is both homologous to the target site and containing a gene of 

interest, post-DSB enables insertion of the gene of interest into the target site via the 

HDR pathway (Hockemeyer et al., 2009; Hockemeyer et al., 2011; Mali, Yang, et al., 

2013). Gene modifications, such as gene deletion, gene insertions, or point mutations, 

can be achieved following a DSB. 
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Figure 2.1: Gene knockout by CRISPR/Cas9. The sgRNA contains an RNA sequence 

complementary to the target gene. It guides the Cas9 nuclease to the target site. The 

Cas9 nuclease acts as a pair of scissors to produce DSB on the target site. Repair by 

NHEJ can either introduce random nucleotides or delete nucleotides around the break 

site. 

 

2.1 Genome-editing with ZFN, TALEN, and CRISPR/Cas9 

 

ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9 have the potential to be used in regulating 

endogenous gene expression (Sander & Joung, 2014). Although these tools share the 

same genome-editing mechanism, they differ in aspects such as nuclease composition, 

DNA-binding mechanism, target sequence specification, and mutation signatures 

(Table 2.1). ZFN and TALEN rely on protein-DNA interactions for gene-targeting, 

while CRISPR/Cas9 uses an RNA/DNA-pairing principle. Due to the protein-DNA 

interaction necessary for gene-targeting, the success of ZFN and TALEN relies on a 

rational design and construction of the nuclease fusion protein, which is often time-

consuming and costly (Pennisi, 2013). The CRISPR/Cas9 system has comparable 

efficiency at lower cost and requires only design one component, the single guide 

RNA (sgRNA), which is simple to design (Wei et al., 2013). 
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Table 2.1:  Comparison of ZFN, TALEN, and CRISPR/Cas9 for genome-editing. 

  ZFN TALEN CRISPR/Cas9 

Target-

binding 

principle 

Protein-DNA 

recognition 

Protein-DNA 

recognition 

RNA-DNA 

complementary 

pairing 

Nuclease FokI FokI Cas9 

Designed 

component 

ZFP - FokI fusion 

protein 

TALE - FokI fusion 

protein 

Single guide RNA 

(sgRNA) 

Mechanism 

ZFP recognizes 

target  

DNA and FokI 

generates DSB 

TALE recognizes 

target  

DNA and FokI 

generates DSB 

sgRNA recognizes 

target DNA and Cas9 

generates DSB 

Mutation 

efficiency 
Low (~24%) High (>99%) High (~90%) 

Length of 

Target DNA 
18-36 bp 

2 x 17 bp + spacer 

(14-18) 
23 bp 

Specification 

of Target 

Site 

5’-GNN-3’ 
Start with T and end 

with A 
PAM (NGG) adjacent 

Off-target 

effects 
High Low Variable 

Cytotoxicity Variable to high Low Low 

 

 

 

2.1.1 ZFN and TALEN 

 

ZFN, discovered in 1994, was the first engineered nuclease used for genome 

engineering and had been used to modify genes in many different organisms, 

including bacteria, plants, insects, zebrafish, mouse, and mammalian cells (H. Kim & 

Kim, 2014; Y. G. Kim & Chandrasegaran, 1994). ZFNs are composed of two 

domains, a DNA-binding zinc finger protein (ZFP) domain and the nuclease domain, 
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FokI. The ZFP domain is composed of zinc ions that stabilize the fold of the protein 

and an array of ZFP modules, with each ZFP module designed to recognize three 

nucleotides. The length of ZFN’s target sequence varies with the number of ZFPs in 

the array, where 3-ZFP and 6-ZFP recognize nine nucleotides and 18 nucleotides, 

respectively. The sequence specificity is determined by the amino acid composition of 

the ZFP, therefore, each 3-nucleotide combination requires a different ZFP (Cermak et 

al., 2011). Methods to assemble ZFNs include the bacterial one-hybrid system and 

oligomerized pool engineering (OPEN), where both methods use bacterial selection to 

identify zinc finger combinations (Urnov et al., 2010). To complete the construction of 

ZFN, the ZFP array is flanked with the FokI cleavage domain at the end of the array. 

The FokI nuclease is only active as a dimer, so two ZFP arrays are necessary to induce 

a DSB.  Upon dimerization of the ZFN pair, the FokI nuclease creates a DSB on the 

targeted gene. 

Despite several publications of successful genomic modification using ZFNs 

(Duda et al., 2014; Hockemeyer et al., 2009), the construction of engineered ZFP 

arrays has been challenging(Ramirez et al., 2008). ZFN construction requires the 

application of protein engineering techniques, such as the systematic evolution of 

ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) and ligation reactions, both of which can 

be time consuming and challenging. The construction of ZFP arrays is subject to target 

sequence constraints including the presence of 5’-GNN-3’ repeats, where N is any 

nucleotide (Ramirez et al., 2008). Sequence recognition can be impacted by 

neighboring interactions between an individual ZFP and surrounding ZFPs, which can 
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affect the overall specificity of the ZFN (Gaj et al., 2013). Additionally, a limited 

number of sequences can be targeted because not all possible ZFP combinations have 

not been discovered. Overall, production of highly selective ZFN proteins is costly, 

laborious, and time-consuming (Wei et al., 2013). 

TALENs emerged in 2009 as another genome-editing tool (Boch et al., 2009). 

The efficiency of TALENs to modify genes have been demonstrated in a broad range 

of organisms, including yeast, plants, insect, fish, mice, and mammalian cells(H. Kim 

& Kim, 2014).  TALENs are similar to ZFNs and are composed of two domains, a 

DNA-binding transcription activator-like effectors (TALE) domain and a FokI 

nuclease domain. TALEN, like ZFN, relies on protein-DNA interactions for sequence 

recognition. TALEs are proteins naturally secreted by Xanthomonas spp. bacteria to 

alter gene transcription in host plant cells (Joung & Sander, 2013), and are composed 

of 33-35 amino acid repeats, each recognizing a single nucleotide. The nucleotide 

specificity of TALE is determined by repeat variable diresidues (RVDs), which 

comprise the twelfth and thirteenth amino acids. TALENs are constructed as an array 

of 20 TALEs and flanked with the FokI cleavage domain at the end of the array 

(Cermak et al., 2011). TALEN recognizes DNA using the central repeat domain of 

TALEs and cleaves DNA with the FokI nuclease. Like ZFNs, the FokI nuclease 

cleaves only when assembled as a dimer, so two TALEN arrays are necessary to 

induce a DSB. 

The emergence of TALENs provided an alternative to ZFNs for genome 

editing. TALE domains are comparatively easier to design than ZFP because the 
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sequence recognition relies only on the RVD components, unlike ZFP designs which 

are based on the whole amino acid composition. Following construction, the delivery 

of the TALEN’s DNA sequence to the host cell using viral vectors, such as lentivirus, 

can also be difficult due to the size of the DNA sequence (Holkers et al., 2013). 

Additionally, the construction TALE repeats requires the use of nonstandard 

molecular biology cloning methods, such as “Golden Gate” cloning and solid-phase 

assembly(Joung & Sander, 2013), which can be laborious and time-consuming. 

2.1.2 CRISPR/Cas9 

 

In 2012, Jinek and coworkers reported a new genome-editing technique using 

the CRISPR/Cas9 system adapted from Streptococcus pyogenes (S. pyogenes) (Jinek 

et al., 2012). In S. pyogenes, the CRISPR/Cas9 system uses an RNA-guided system 

for targeting and cleaving DNA sequences, where the system uses RNA-DNA base 

pairing for sequence recognition. The gene silencing CRISPR system is a naturally 

occurring adaptable immune response used by bacteria and archaea to protect 

themselves from foreign nucleic acids such as viruses or plasmids (Wiedenheft et al., 

2012). The immune response acts in two phases, the immunization phase and the 

immunity phase. In the immunization phase, the host cell incorporates fragments of 

foreign DNA sequences (spacers) into the CRISPR locus. In the immunity phase, the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system uses a multistep mechanism to defend against foreign 

pathogens(Mali, Esvelt, et al., 2013). This defensive mechanism involves three main 
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components — the bacterial endonuclease Cas9, CRISPR RNA (crRNA), and 

transactivating crRNA (tracrRNA). The spacers are transcribed from the CRISPR 

locus to produce the crRNA, which is an RNA sequence transcribed from the foreign 

DNA (protospacer), with CRISPR repeat regions integrated within the sequence. The 

tracrRNA, another RNA sequence transcribed from the CRISPR locus, hybridizes to 

the repeat regions of the crRNA, and Cas9 recognizes the structure formed by the 

hybridization to construct a Cas9:crRNA-tracrRNA complex (Mali, Esvelt, et al., 

2013; Sander & Joung, 2014). The system requires the DNA sequence to be adjacent 

to a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) for the sequence to be cleaved. The PAM 

sequence varies for different bacteria or archaea. The Cas9:crRNA-tracrRNA complex 

recognizes the complementary target DNA sequence through the protospacer of the 

crRNA, and Cas9 creates a DSB before the PAM sequence (Makarova et al., 2011).  

This system has been adapted for targeted genome editing using the Cas9 

nuclease and a single guide RNA (sgRNA), a union of a 20-nucleotide RNA designed 

to recognize the target sequence and a shortened tracrRNA (Jinek et al., 2012). The 

sgRNA guides Cas9 to the target DNA site using complementary base-pairing rules. 

The engineered CRISPR/Cas9 system requires the target DNA to be adjacent to a 

PAM sequence. S. pyogenes’ CRISPR/Cas9 system recognizes the PAM sequence 5’-

NGG, where N refers to any nucleotide. In the CRISPR/Cas9 system adapted by Jinek 

et al., Cas9 nuclease activity can be directed to any target sequence with the form 

(N)20NGG by altering the 5’ end of the 20-nucleotide sgRNA to match the (N)20 of the 

target sequence(Jinek et al., 2012). The ability of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to induce 
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targeted edits in genomes has been demonstrated in bacteria, humans, zebrafish, yeast, 

mice, and many other species(Sander & Joung, 2014). 

The length of the target sequence in CRISPR/Cas9 is shorter than those 

designed for ZFNs or TALENs, which has the disadvantage of an increased 

probability of off-target effects (Fu et al., 2013). However, off-target effects can be 

reduced through techniques such as the use of paired nickases (Ran et al., 2013). A 

nickase is a mutation of the Cas9 nuclease that contains only one active nuclease 

domain.  The unmodified Cas9 nuclease contains two conserved nuclease domains, 

HNH and RuvC, which cleave sense and anti-sense strands, respectively. An amino 

acid mutation at position D10A or H840A of Cas9 inactivates RuvC or HNH to 

generate a modified Cas9 with only one active nuclease domain (Ran et al., 2013). 

With one active domain, the nickase cleaves only one strand of the DNA, which can 

be repaired quickly without indel formation. Paired nickases generate nicks on both 

sides of the DNA by using two sgRNAs and Cas9 nickases. Paired single-strand 

breaks induced on opposite DNA strands and separated by 4- to 100-nucleotides, 

create indels as efficiently as the wildtype Cas9 (Ran et al., 2013). The use of two 

sgRNAs for sequence recognition was found to reduce off-target effects by 50- to 

1,500-fold (Ran et al., 2013). 

Because the promoter can limit possible target sequences, the choice of 

promoter also needs to be taken into consideration when choosing the target sequence 

and designing the sgRNA. For example, the RNA polymerase III-dependent U6 

promoter requires a G at the 5’ end while the T7 promoter requires GG at the 5’ 
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site(Sander & Joung, 2014). In addition to the requirement for adjacent PAM 

sequences, the target sequence can only be of the form G(N)19NGG or GG(N)18NGG 

when using U6 or T7 promoters, respectively. Such restrictions limit the number of 

targetable sites per gene.  

 

2.2 CRISPR/Cas9 in Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells 

 

CHO cells are commonly used as one of the cell platforms for biotherapeutic 

production. Historically, due to the lack of genomic information, CHO cell lines with 

desirable traits were often identified only after intensive screening, mutagenesis, drug 

treatment, or media optimization. With the sequencing of the CHO-K1 genome 

recently completed (Xu et al., 2011), a systems biology approach towards rational 

design of CHO cell lines with desired attributes, such as improved productivity and 

product quality, can be implemented using targeted genome-editing. The 

CRISPR/Cas9 system provides a systematic way to identify mutations that contribute 

towards the desired attributes. 

Several groups have demonstrated the application of CRISPR/Cas9 in CHO 

cells (Grav et al., 2015; Lee, Kallehauge, et al., 2015; Ronda et al., 2014; Sun et al., 

2015), which results in gene deletion or gene insertion. Functional knockouts of FUT8 

yield CHO cell lines that produce defucosylated antibodies (Grav et al., 2015; Ronda 

et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2015), while BAX and BAK knockouts yield CHO cell lines 
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with high viability under long culture times (Grav et al., 2015). Simultaneous gene 

disruptions of up to three genes, with 58% of all clones containing two or more 

knockouts (Grav et al., 2015), have also been shown, demonstrating the feasibility of 

multiplex genome-editing in CHO cells. HDR-mediated gene insertions have also 

been explored in CHO cells, where mCherry was integrated at targeted genes 

(COSMC, Mgat1, LdhA). Although HDR-based gene repair occurs infrequently in 

mammalian cells (Lee, Grav, et al., 2015), targeting efficiencies between 7.4% and 

27.8% were observed (Lee, Kallehauge, et al., 2015). 

The completion of the CHO-K1 genome and the availability of genome-editing 

tools open new opportunities for rational design in CHO cell engineering. For 

example, questions regarding the mechanism between genotype and phenotype in 

CHO cells can be addressed by the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Gene modifications on the 

target genes facilitated by CRISPR/Cas9 can also address present problems in the 

biopharmaceutical industries, such as host cell protein impurity. The application of 

CRISPR/Cas9 in CHO cells will yield a vast amount of information that could lead to 

engineering of an improved CHO cell line. 
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Chapter 3 

LPL KNOCKDOWN IN CHINESE HAMSTER OVARY CELLS BY SIRNA 

INTERFERENCE 

3.1 Preface 

 

To examine the impact of reduced lipoprotein lipase (LPL) expression on CHO 

culture performance, such as cell growth and cell viability, short interfering 

ribonucleic acid (siRNA) was used to knock down LPL expression. We also analyzed 

the impact of reduced LPL expression on polysorbate 80 (PS80) degradation. LPL 

expression by cells treated with siRNA was reduced by 56-72% compared to the 

wildtype control. The reduction in LPL expression did not significantly affect cell 

culture performance, where the cell densities of siRNA-transfected cells were reduced 

by 10-19% and minimal changes to total extracellular protein expression were 

observed. These results warrant subsequent experiments on a functional knockout of 

lpl using genome-editing tools, such as CRISPR/Cas9. Lie Min developed and 

performed the multiple-reaction monitoring (MRM) assay for the relative 

quantification of LPL expression levels in all samples. Kristin Valente performed the 

PS80 degradation study for siRNA-treated and non-treated CHO cells. 
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3.2 Introduction 

 

Polysorbate is a class of surfactant that is commonly included in 

biopharmaceutical formulations to stabilize biotherapeutic proteins by preventing 

surface adsorption and protein aggregation (Kishore, Pappenberger, et al., 2011; 

Tomlinson et al., 2015). Polysorbate 20 (PS20) and polysorbate 80 (PS80) are two 

surfactants commonly used to stabilize and prolong the shelf-life of biotherapeutic 

proteins (Marichal-Gallardo & Alvarez, 2012; Tomlinson et al., 2015), where PS20 

and PS80 are chemically diverse mixtures of polyoxyethylene sorbitan fatty acid 

esters. Monoclonal antibody (mAb) formulations typically contain 0.01-0.05% of 

surfactants; higher percentages of surfactants can cause protein unfolding (Marichal-

Gallardo & Alvarez, 2012). Polysorbates are known to degrade by autoxidation and 

hydrolysis into degradant molecules, such as free fatty acid, peroxides, acetaldehyde, 

acetone, and ethanol (Kishore, Kiese, et al., 2011) , which causes an increase in the 

concentration of degradant molecules in biopharmaceutical formulation. The 

degradation of polysorbate could influence the quality of biotherapeutic proteins due 

to (a) the absence of polysorbate necessary for protein stability or (b) a buildup of 

degradants, which could potentially have an additional impact on the protein’s 

stability. Many studies discussed the mechanism of chemical degradation of 

polysorbates, such as autoxidation and acid and based-catalyzed hydrolysis (Doshi et 

al., 2015; Ilko et al., 2015; Kerwin, 2008; Kishore, Kiese, et al., 2011; Kishore, 

Pappenberger, et al., 2011; Maggio, 2012; Tomlinson et al., 2015). However, the 

impact of biologic-based impurities on polysorbate degradation is not as frequently 

discussed. We report here our study of polysorbate degradation through an enzyme-

catalyzed ester hydrolysis. 
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Biologic-based impurities that catalyze polysorbate degradation are from host 

cell proteins (HCPs) impurities. HCP impurity biopharmaceutical formulations can 

play a negative role in formulation stability (Labrenz, 2014). Despite multiple of 

purification steps, such as Protein A capture or ion-exchange chromatography, low 

levels (1–100 ppm) of HCPs may remain in the final purified product (Doneanu et al., 

2012; Valente, 2014). Residual HCPs may contribute to polysorbate degradation. For 

example, an enzyme-like mechanism of ester hydrolysis of PS80 in formulation 

development samples has been reported and hypothesized to be caused by the 

enzymatic activity of triacylglycerol lipase, an enzyme that hydrolyzes triacylglycerol 

(Labrenz, 2014). The biological function of lipase enzymes is ester hydrolysis of 

triglycerides into fatty acids and glycerol. A lipase of interest, lipoprotein lipase (LPL) 

has been characterized as a difficult-to-remove HCP (Valente et al., 2015). It has been 

observed to co-purify with multiple mAb products across Protein A capture and non-

affinity polishing resins, exhibit variable expression with cell age, and associate with 

different mAbs (Levy et al., 2014; Valente et al., 2015; Valente et al., 2014). The 

enzyme LPL hydrolyzes the triacylglycerol component of lipoproteins, an assembly of 

protein and lipid that transport fat in water, into three free fatty acids and glycerol. The 

chemical structure of polysorbate consists of an ester bond with a long hydrocarbon 

chain, similar to the triglyceride structure that LPL recognizes. Previous research has 

shown that LPL produced in E. coli degrades PS80 at 37 °C (Levy, 2014). Therefore, 

we hypothesize that LPL contained in the CHO-derived product may contribute to the 

degradation of polysorbates through enzymatic hydrolysis during storage.  

Short interfering ribonucleic acid (siRNA) interference offers a way to study 

the impact of LPL on the stability of polysorbates through transient reduction of CHO 
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LPL expression. siRNAs are 21-22 nucleotide RNA strands designed to interfere with 

the mRNA of the target gene. The siRNA forms a complex with the RNA-induced 

silencing complex (RISC) and guide it to the target mRNA, which is then cleaved by 

the RISC. Cleavage of the target mRNA inhibits translation of the target protein. 

Several studies have demonstrated the use of siRNA interference to study gene 

functions in CHO cells (Wu, 2009). For example, the knockdown of BAK and BAX, 

two proteins known to regulate apoptosis, in a recombinant CHO cell line by siRNA 

interference improved cell culture duration by 5 days and recombinant human 

interferon-ɣ productivity by 35% (Lim et al., 2006). The knockdown of lactate 

dehydrogenase-A, an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of pyruvate to lactate, 

improved specific productivity of human thrombopoietin in recombinant CHO cells 

(Kim & Lee, 2007). Both studies demonstrated the application of siRNA interference 

technology to study gene functions in CHO cells. We will apply this particular 

technology for the knockdown of LPL to study the impact of LPL in mAb formulation 

stability. 

Mass spectrometry-based methods, such as multiple-reaction monitoring 

(MRM), have been developed for targeted protein quantification (Liebler & 

Zimmerman, 2013). For quantification of a specific protein, MRM provides higher 

sensitivity than other methods, such as western analysis. The assay uses a selection of 

proteotypic peptides, whose sequences are unique to the target protein, and are further 

fragmented to optimally stable precursor-fragment ion transitions by collision-induced 

dissociation (Gstaiger & Aebersold, 2009; Liebler & Zimmerman, 2013). MRM 

assays for protein quantification were applied to a number of studies (Janas et al., 

2012; Menetret et al., 2007). For example, MRM measurements of Argonaute proteins 
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were applied to calculate the stoichiometry and dynamics of miRNA-mRNA 

complexes (Janas et al., 2012), while MRM measurements of SecY were applied to 

determine the binding relationship between E. coli ribosomes and SecY (Menetret et 

al., 2007). 

This study applied siRNA technology to knock down the expression of LPL, 

an HCP that has been shown to be difficult to remove during purification, and is 

hypothesized to affect the stability of biotherapeutic formulation through polysorbate 

degradation. Here, we investigate the application of siRNA interference to reduce LPL 

expression and explore the impact of decreased LPL expression on cell culture 

performance, such as cell growth and total protein production, and PS80 degradation. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 CHO cell culture 

 

A null CHO-K1 cell line (ATCC CCL-61), previously adapted to serum-free 

suspension culture (Valente, 2014), was cultured in 125-mL shake flasks containing 

25-mL SFM4CHO medium (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont, 

Buckinghamshire, UK). Cultures were seeded at 5 × 104 cells/mL and incubated for 3 - 

5 days in a 37°C cell culture incubator with 5% CO2 and 80% relative humidity. 
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3.3.2 siRNA transfection 

 

Serum-free suspension CHO cells were treated with Opti-MEM medium (Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and transfected with one of the three lpl-specific 

siRNAs (5’-GCAACAATGTGGGCTATGA-3’, 5’-CCTTTCTCCTGATGATGCA-

3’, and 5’-GAAATGATGTGGCCAGGTT-3’) or a non-specific siRNA control (all 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells were 

transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) according to the 

manufacturer’s instruction and incubated in 50 mL CultiFlask bioreactors (Sartorius 

Stedim Biotech, Göttingen, Germany) for 4 – 6 hours. Following transfection, cells 

were diluted in SFM4CHO medium and cultured for 48 hours for siRNA-mediated 

silencing. The cells were counted using a Fuchs Rosenthal hemocytometer and cell 

viability was determined by the Trypan blue exclusion method. CHO harvested cell 

culture fluid (HCCF) from wildtype and siRNA-treated cells were separated from the 

cells by centrifugation (180 x g, 10 min) and stored at -20 °C. 

 

3.3.3 CHO HCP preparation 

 

HCP from CHO HCCF were precipitated with methanol by the addition of 2 

volumes of methanol to 1 volume of CHO HCCF, followed by overnight incubation at 

-20 °C. The precipitated protein was recovered by centrifugation (5000 rpm, 65 min, 4 

°C). Residual detergent was removed by DetergentOUT GBS10-800 detergent 

removal kit (G-Biosciences, St. Louis, MO, USA) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Trypsin digestion was performed as described (Valente, 2014). Peptide 
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pellets were resolubilized in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Fisher Scientific, Fair 

lawn, NJ, USA), loaded onto C18 ZipTips (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and 

eluted in 50% acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA (Fisher Scientific). Concentrations of 

resolubilized HCPs were measured with a Bradford assay. 

 

3.3.4 LPL-specific MRM assay 

 

High pH reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) 

was performed using an UltiMate 3000 nLC system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 

Digested CHO HCPs were loaded onto a C18 trap column (Dionex) and washed with 

150 µL of 2% acetonitrile (Mallinckrodt Chemicals, Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) in 0.1% 

formic acid (Pierce Chemical). Peptides were eluted onto a 0.66 µL C18 column 

(Dionex) by a 26 column linear gradient from 2 – 49% acetonitrile, followed by an 

additional 6 column volumes of 49% acetonitrile. All operations were performed at 

2.6 min residence time and both mobile phases included 0.1% formic acid. Column 

eluate was directly injected into a QTrap 4000 (AB Sciex, Foster City, CA, USA) 

through a nanoSpray II source (AB Sciex) with an uncoated fused-silica Pico tip (New 

Objective, Woburn, MA, USA). The instrument was operated in positive ESI ion 

mode, with spray voltage at 2400 V and a source temperature of 150 °C, with MRM 

triggered enhanced resolution scan and enhanced product ion scans. Database searches 

were performed using ProteinPilot software v4.0 (AB Sciex) against the proteome 

database of the CHO genome (Xu et al. 2011). Possible MRM transitions were 

generated with Skyline v2.5.0.6157 (MacLean et al. 2010) and monitored through 

Analyst 1.6.2 (AB Sciex) with parameters specified in Table 3.1. Raw MRM data 
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were integrated for peak area and normalized to yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (YAD) 

transitions peak areas. All analyses were performed with three technical replicates and 

two biological replicates. The LPL-specific MRM assay was developed and performed 

by Lie Min. 

 

Table 3.1:  MRM assay parameters. 

 
Target peptide sequence 

Precursor 

(m/z) 

Product 

(m/z) 

Product 

ion 

Scan 

time 

(ms) 

CE 

(V) 

 LPL 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 793.424 y72+ 20 72.9 
ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 430.271 y42+ 20 67.9 
ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 359.204 y32+ 20 52.9 
EPDSNVIVVDWLYR 852.933 1162.662 y92+ 20 44.4 
EPDSNVIVVDWLYR 852.933 1063.594 y82+ 20 44.4 
EPDSNVIVVDWLYR 852.933 950.509 y72+ 20 44.4 
ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 668.994 793.424 y73+ 20 37.8 
ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 668.994 630.331 y63+ 20 37.8 
ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 668.994 430.241 y43+ 20 37.8 
LSPDDADFVDVLHTFTR 974.476 661.352 y52+ 20 56.3 
GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 873.478 y82+ 20 30.5 
GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 701.429 y62+ 20 30.5 
GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 602.361 y52+ 20 30.5 

 YAD 

  

  

  

  

  

  

ANELLINVK 507.3031 699.4763 y62+ 20 32.9 
ANELLINVK 507.3031 586.3923 y52+ 20 32.9 
ANGTTVLVGMPAGAK 693.8741 730.3916 y82+ 20 42.8 
ANGTTVLVGMPAGAK 693.8741 631.3232 y72+ 20 42.8 
EALDFFAR 484.7454 655.3198 y52+ 20 31.7 
EALDFFAR 484.7454 540.2929 y42+ 20 31.7 
VVGLSTLPEIYEK 483.2729 778.3981 y63+ 20 32 
VVGLSTLPEIYEK 483.2729 552.3028 y43+ 20 32 
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3.3.5 PS80 degradation assay 

 

CHO HCCF harvested from siRNA-transfected cells and wildtype control were 

buffer-exchanged into pH 6.8 10 mM CaCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co) buffer. 

PS80 (Fisher Scientific) was added to the buffer-exchanged CHO HCCF to a final 

concentration of 23 mM (0.03% w/w) and was incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours with 

mixing. The concentration of free fatty acid produced by degradation of PS80 was 

measured using the EnzyChrom Free Fatty Acid Kit (BioAssay Systems, Hayward, 

CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

 

siRNA interference is preferable to genome editing when the impact of gene 

deletion is unknown. A partial knockdown of protein expression serves as a 

preliminary study to help determine whether the elimination of the gene function will 

impair cell function. Additionally, genome-editing mediated knockout often require 

clone isolation for accurate evaluation of the gene function, where clonal expansion 

requires long culture times. The use of siRNA interference for the knockdown of LPL 

expression serves as a preliminary study to examine the impact of reduced LPL 

expression on CHO cell culture performance and on polysorbate degradation before 

proceeding with a gene function knockout using the genome-editing tool, 

CRISPR/Cas9. 

Three siRNA sequences were selected based on their specificity to the CHO-

K1 lpl mRNA, as determined by a proprietary algorithm developed by Sigma-Aldrich 
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Chemical Company. Each siRNA targets a different region of the lpl mRNA. The lpl-

specific siRNA and a non-specific siRNA control were separately transfected in CHO 

cells. Cell growth, total extracellular protein expression, LPL expression, and PS80 

degradation results from siRNA-transfected CHO cells were compared to the wildtype 

CHO control. LPL expression from siRNA-transfected cells and wildtype cells were 

measured by an MRM assay, which is specific for the detection of LPL. The relative 

LPL expressions of the five cases were compared to the wildtype control (Figure 3.1). 

Cells treated with lpl-specific siRNA exhibited 56-72% reduction in relative LPL 

expression. The reduction in LPL expression did not adversely affect cell culture 

performance significantly, with viable cell density of siRNA-transfected cells reduced 

by 10-19% (Figure 3.2A) and minimal change to total extracellular protein expression 

was observed (Figure 3.2B). Although LPL expressions in siRNA-transfected cells 

were reduced, the cell cultures were able to maintain properties that are important for 

biopharmaceutical processing, such as viable cell density and protein production. 

These results formed the basis for subsequent experiments on a functional knockout of 

lpl using the genome-editing tool, CRISPR/Cas9. 
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Figure 3.1: Impact of siRNA treatment on relative LPL expression, measured by 

MRM. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from two biological 

replicates. 
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Figure 3.2: Cell culture performance following siRNA interference. (A) Viable cell 

density and (B) total extracellular protein expression at day 3 after siRNA 

interference. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from two biological 

replicates. 
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The impact of reduced LPL on formulation stability, more specifically PS80 

degradation, was examined by measuring the free fatty acid concentration. PS80 

degradation is measured indirectly by measuring free fatty acid concentration because 

enzymatic hydrolysis of PS80 yields oleic acid and an alcohol component. PS80 with 

a final concentration of 0.03% w/w was incubated with concentrated CHO HCCF 

obtained from wildtype CHO cells or HCCF pooled from cells treated with lpl-specific 

siRNA. The samples were incubated at an elevated temperature of 37 °C to accelerate 

the formation of free fatty acids. The concentrations of free fatty acids from each 

sample were examined following 24 hours of incubation (Figure 3.3). CHO HCCF 

from CHO wildtype control degraded 19% (44.3 µM) of total PS80, while the amount 

of PS80 degraded by CHO HCCF from the pooled siRNA samples was minimal and 

under the limit of detection (13%). Although the exact protein composition of HCCF 

used in the PS80 degradation assay is unknown, the negligible amount of PS80 

degradation following reduction of LPL expression suggests that LPL may play a 

significant role in PS80 hydrolysis. 
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Figure 3.3: Effect of low LPL expression on the formation of free fatty acids from 

enzymatic hydrolysis of PS80 during incubation. Error bars represent the standard 

error of the mean from two biological replicates. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

 

LPL is an HCP that has been shown to associate with multiple mAbs and co-

purify with mAbs on chromatographic resins. LPL that had been retained in the final 

drug product can affect the stability of polysorbates, which are present in 

biopharmaceutical formulations. LPL knockdown by siRNA interference 

demonstrated that reduced LPL expression was not detrimental to cell growth and 

protein expression. This work also suggests that LPL may contribute to PS80 

degradation through enzymatic hydrolysis. Based on these results, we continued the 

study through a functional LPL knockout using CRISPR/Cas9, where we investigated 

the impact of LPL on polysorbate degradation with five different CHO-LPL knockout 

clones. 
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Chapter 4 

OPTIMIZATION OF POLYSORBATE DEGRADATION ASSAY BY 

CHINESE HAMSTER OVARY HOST CELL PROTEIN 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents a design of experiment approach to optimize sample 

preparation setup to improve the reproducibility of the polysorbate 80 (PS80) assay. 

The factors considered to affect the reproducibility of the assay were the material of 

the container (glass, polypropylene, polypropylene in thermomixer), incubation time 

(6 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr), total sample volume (40 µL, 270 µL, 500 µL), and percentage of 

PS80 in the sample (0.03%, 0.075%, 0.12%). A full factorial design is incorporated to 

span the different combination of conditions that is explored. This work uses a design 

of experiment (DOE) approach to systematically determine the optimal condition that 

minimizes the assay’s limit of quantitation. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 CHO Cell Culture 

 

A null CHO-K1 cell line (ATCC CCL-61), previously adapted to serum-free 

suspension culture (Valente, 2014), was cultured in 125-mL shake flasks containing 

25-mL SFM4CHO medium (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont, UK). 

Cultures were seeded at 5 × 104 cells/mL and incubated for 4 days in a 37°C cell 

culture incubator with 5% CO2 and 80% relative humidity. CHO harvested cell culture 

fluid (HCCF) were separated from the cells by centrifugation (180 x g, 10 min) and 

stored at -20°C. 

 

4.2.2 Experimental Design and Data Analysis 

 

The factors varied considered to affect the reproducibility of the assay were the 

material of the container, incubation time, total sample volume, and initial PS80 

concentration in the sample. The material of the container, total sample volume, and 

PS80 were three conditions screened by a three-factor full factorial design with two 

levels for each factor. One center point was included in the center of the design space. 

The design space consists of 15 different experimental set-ups (Table 4.1). 

Experimental design and statistical analysis were performed using JMP Pro 9 (SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Box plots were generated in JMP Pro 9 for visual 

interpretation. 
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Table 4.1:  Experimental set-up of PS80 degradation assay. HCP samples in either 

glass or polypropylene container with varying sample volume and PS80 concentration. 

Material 

Sample Volume, 

µL 

PS80 

Concentration 

Incubator, 

Glass 

40 
0.03% 

0.12% 

270 0.075% 

500 
0.03% 

0.12% 

Incubator,  

Polypropylene 

40 
0.03% 

0.12% 

270 0.075% 

500 
0.03% 

0.12% 

Thermomixer, 

Polypropylene 

40 
0.03% 

0.12% 

270 0.075% 

500 
0.03% 

0.12% 

 

 

 

4.2.3 PS80 Degradation Assay 

 

CHO HCCF harvested CHO-K1 cells were subjected to concentration and 

buffer exchange using a 4-mL capacity centrifugal filtration device with 10 kDa 

MWCO membranes (EMD Millipore). The centrifugal filtration device was wetted 

twice with 4 mL ddH2O and centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 15 minutes. It was then 

filled with 4 mL of CHO HCCF and centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 20 minutes. The 

sample was then subjected to three rounds of buffer exchange, where 3.9 mL of 50 
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mM Bis-tris, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 6.8 buffer was added to the centrifugal filtration 

device and centrifuged at 5000 RPM, 20 minutes for two rounds and then 15 minutes 

for the third round. The protein concentration of buffer-exchanged HCCF was 

measured by Bradford assay.  

Buffer exchanged CHO HCCF (10 µg/mL) was incubated with 50 mM Bis-

tris, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 6.8 buffer and PS80 at 37 °C with mixing in the thermomixer 

set at 700 rpm and mixing in the incubator set at 400 rpm. The degradation of PS80 

was measured using the EnzyChrom Free Fatty Acid Kit (BioAssay Systems, 

Hayward, CA, USA), which measures the concentration of fatty acid released 

following polysorbate hydrolysis. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Screening and Optimization DOEs 

 

The impact of four factors (material, sample volume, PS80 concentration, 

incubation time) on reproducibility of the PS80 degradation assay was screened by a 

full factorial design (Table 4.2) to determine the conditions that are most reproducible. 

The reproducibility is represented by the standard error of the mean of each condition. 
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Table 4.2:  Full factorial design with corresponding responses for reproducibility. 

Material 

Sample Volume, 

uL PS80, % 

Time 

Incubation, hr Error 

Glass 40 0.03 6 0.082 

Glass 40 0.03 12 0.038 

Glass 40 0.03 24 0.368 

Glass 40 0.12 6 0.007 

Glass 40 0.12 12 0.017 

Glass 40 0.12 24 0.149 

Glass 270 0.075 6 0.038 

Glass 270 0.075 12 0.073 

Glass 270 0.075 24 0.096 

Glass 500 0.03 6 0.058 

Glass 500 0.03 12 0.117 

Glass 500 0.03 24 0.153 

Glass 500 0.12 6 0.140 

Glass 500 0.12 12 0.009 

Glass 500 0.12 24 0.146 

Polypropylene 40 0.03 6 0.087 

Polypropylene 40 0.03 12 0.048 

Polypropylene 40 0.03 24 0.043 

Polypropylene 40 0.12 6 0.210 

Polypropylene 40 0.12 12 0.066 

Polypropylene 40 0.12 24 0.154 

Polypropylene 270 0.075 6 0.048 

Polypropylene 270 0.075 12 0.065 

Polypropylene 270 0.075 24 0.119 

Polypropylene 500 0.03 6 0.027 

Polypropylene 500 0.03 12 0.028 

Polypropylene 500 0.03 24 0.163 

Polypropylene 500 0.12 6 0.046 

Polypropylene 500 0.12 12 0.024 

Polypropylene 500 0.12 24 0.017 
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Table 4.2 continued: Full factorial design with corresponding responses for 

reproducibility. 

Material 

Sample Volume, 

uL PS80, % 

Time 

Incubation, hr Error 

Thermomixer 40 0.03 6 0.008 

Thermomixer 40 0.03 12 0.068 

Thermomixer 40 0.03 24 0.040 

Thermomixer 40 0.12 6 0.048 

Thermomixer 40 0.12 12 0.029 

Thermomixer 40 0.12 24 0.169 

Thermomixer 270 0.075 6 0.044 

Thermomixer 270 0.075 12 0.042 

Thermomixer 270 0.075 24 0.121 

Thermomixer 500 0.03 6 0.121 

Thermomixer 500 0.03 12 0.034 

Thermomixer 500 0.03 24 0.268 

Thermomixer 500 0.12 6 0.088 

Thermomixer 500 0.12 12 0.009 

Thermomixer 500 0.12 24 0.100 
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4.3.2 Analysis of reproducibility 

 

A one-way analysis was performed using JMP to determine which material 

contribute the least variability (Figure 4.1). The lowest relative error is observed with 

polypropylene. Incubation with polypropylene led to a low median error (4.78%), and 

low relative error at 25, 75, and 90 percentile. Higher relative error is seen for 

incubation with glass and polypropylene in thermomixer (thermomixer). The material 

that contributed to the highest variability was glass. Incubation with glass led to a high 

median error (8.16%), and high relative error at 25, 75, and 90 percentile. 

 

Figure 4.1: One-way analysis of relative error by material. 
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A one-way analysis was performed using JMP to determine the optimal 

incubation time (Figure 4.2). The lowest relative error is observed following 12 hours 

of incubation. Incubation for 12 hours led to low median error (3.85%), and low 

relative error at 25, 75, and 90 percentile. The highest relative error is observed 

following 24 hours of incubation, where a high median (14.55%) and high relative 

error at 25, 75, and 90 percentile are observed. 

 

Figure 4.2: One-way analysis of relative error by incubation time. 
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A one-way analysis was not performed for PS80% because low PS80 

concentration (0.03% w/w) is applied in biopharmaceutical formulation to prevent 

surface adsorption and protein aggregation. Higher PS80 concentration can cause 

protein unfolding (Marichal-Gallardo & Alvarez, 2012). The relative errors of all 

conditions were fitted to a polynomial equation using JMP’s Prediction profiler, which 

maps the changes to the response (relative error) against each factor (Figure 4.3). The 

Prediction Profiler shows that the total sample volume did not affect the relative error. 

 
Figure 4.3: The Prediction Profiler maps the changes in the response (error) against 

material, time incubated, total volume, and PS80 concentration. 

 

An additional one-way analysis was performed for both material and 

incubation time (Figure 4.4). Incubation with a polypropylene container for 12 hours 

produced the lowest limit of quantitation (4.77%). Optimized conditions of the PS80 

degradation assay were shown to depend on the time of incubation. A high relative 

error is observed following 24 hours of incubation across all conditions. The 

variability in the samples could originate from chemical degradation of PS80, like 

autoxidation. The initiation of autoxidation in PS80 could occur by various means, 

such as residual peroxides and radical initiation in the presence of oxygen by light. 
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Figure 4.4: One-way analysis of relative error by both material and incubation time. 
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4.4 Concluding Remarks 

 

This research used a systematic approach for the optimization of the incubation 

conditions in the PS80 degradation assay. Although these optimized conditions are 

specific for PS80, the DOE approach presented here can be used to minimize the limit 

of quantitation for any assay. These optimized conditions presented here will be used 

for subsequent polysorbate studies. 
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Chapter 5 

A FUNCTIONAL LPL KNOCKOUT IN CHINESE HAMSTER OVARY 

CELLS REDUCES POLYSORBATE DEGRADATION 

5.1 Introduction 

 

In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that knockdown of LPL expression using 

siRNA interference led to reduced polysorbate degradation and did not impair cell 

culture. This motivates further investigation with a fully functional lpl knockout. In 

this study, we demonstrate the application of CRISPR/Cas9 on altering the lpl gene, 

preventing the production of LPL protein. The aims of this study are to (i) generate 

engineered CHO-K1 cell lines with functional lpl knockout and (ii) study the impact 

of LPL on formulation stability. Here, we explored the impact of a functional LPL 

knockout on CHO cell culture performance, such as cell growth and total protein 

production, and on polysorbate (PS80 and PS20) degradation. 
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Single guide RNA (sgRNA) target design and plasmid construction 

 

The Cas9 expression vector was obtained from Addgene (Addgene #41815). 

The sgRNA target selections for lpl were filtered using a bioinformatics tool, CRISPy 

(Ronda et al., 2014). The lpl target sites are presented in Table 5.1. The target sgRNA 

expression vectors were constructed by cloning 455 bp gBlocks from IDT into pCR-

Blunt-II TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s 

recommendations. The gBlock sequences (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, 

IA, USA) for sgRNA construction are listed in Table 5.2. This 455 bp fragment 

contains all components necessary for sgRNA expression, specifically the U6 

promoter (gray), target sequence (green), single guide RNA scaffold (blue), and 

termination signal (red). The sgRNA expression vectors were transformed into 

Escherichia coli cells One Shot TOP10 competent cells (Invitrogen) according to 

manufacturer’s recommendations. Transformed cells containing Cas9 and sgRNA 

expression vectors were selected on 100 µg/mL ampicillin LB plates and 50 µg/mL 

kanamycin LB plates, respectively. The plasmids were purified using QIAprep Spin 

Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and the construct sequences were verified by 

Sanger sequencing (DBI sequencing center, Newark, DE, USA). 

 

 

 

Table 5.1:  sgRNA target regions and target sequences for lpl with the corresponding 

number of possible 1 base pair (bp) off-targets. 

 Region Target sequence 1 bp off-targets 

sg1 Exon 5 5’–GGGTCACCTGGCCGAAGTAT–3’ 23 

sg2 Exon 6 5’–GAGATGAATGGATCGCTCAT–3’ 23 

sg3 Exib 8 5’–GCTTTGTCATCGAGAAGATT–3’ 51 
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Table 5.2:  sgRNA gBlock construct for lpl. The components for sgRNA expression 

are the U6 promoter (gray), target sequence (green), single guide RNA scaffold (blue), 

and termination signal (red). 

gB_lpl_1 TGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTTAAAGGAACCAATTCAGTCGACTGGATCCGG

TACCAAGGTCGGGCAGGAAGAGGGCCTATTTCCCATGATTCCTTCATATT

TGCATATACGATACAAGGCTGTTAGAGAGATAATTAGAATTAATTTGACT

GTAAACACAAAGATATTAGTACAAAATACGTGACGTAGAAAGTAATAATT

TCTTGGGTAGTTTGCAGTTTTAAAATTATGTTTTAAAATGGACTATCATA

TGCTTACCGTAACTTGAAAGTATTTCGATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTTG

TGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGGGTCACCTGGCCGAAGTATGTTTTAGAGCTA

GAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGG

CACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTTCTAGACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTTGG

CATTA 

gB_lpl_2 TGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTTAAAGGAACCAATTCAGTCGACTGGATCCGG

TACCAAGGTCGGGCAGGAAGAGGGCCTATTTCCCATGATTCCTTCATATT

TGCATATACGATACAAGGCTGTTAGAGAGATAATTAGAATTAATTTGACT

GTAAACACAAAGATATTAGTACAAAATACGTGACGTAGAAAGTAATAATT

TCTTGGGTAGTTTGCAGTTTTAAAATTATGTTTTAAAATGGACTATCATA

TGCTTACCGTAACTTGAAAGTATTTCGATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTTG

TGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGAGATGAATGGATCGCTCATGTTTTAGAGCTA

GAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGG

CACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTTCTAGACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTTGG

CATTA 

gB_lpl_3 TGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTTAAAGGAACCAATTCAGTCGACTGGATCCGG

TACCAAGGTCGGGCAGGAAGAGGGCCTATTTCCCATGATTCCTTCATATT

TGCATATACGATACAAGGCTGTTAGAGAGATAATTAGAATTAATTTGACT

GTAAACACAAAGATATTAGTACAAAATACGTGACGTAGAAAGTAATAATT

TCTTGGGTAGTTTGCAGTTTTAAAATTATGTTTTAAAATGGACTATCATA

TGCTTACCGTAACTTGAAAGTATTTCGATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTTG

TGGAAAGGACGAAACACCGCTTTGTCATCGAGAAGATTGTTTTAGAGCTA

GAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGG

CACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTTCTAGACCCAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTTGG

CATTA 
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5.2.2 CHO cell culture and transfection 

 

A null CHO-K1 cell line (ATCC CCL-61), previously adapted to serum-free 

suspension culture (Valente, 2014), was cultured in 125-mL shake flasks containing 

25-mL SFM4CHO medium (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont, UK). 

Cultures were seeded at 5 × 104 cells/mL and incubated for 3 - 5 days in a 37°C cell 

culture incubator with 5% CO2 and 80% relative humidity. 

1 × 106 cells were simultaneously transfected with expression vectors for Cas9 

and sgRNA targeting lpl using Nucleofector Kit V (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) 

according to manufacturer’s protocol. A transfection with pmaxGFP vector (Lonza) 

was applied to evaluate the transfection efficiency. Transfected cells were cultured for 

48 hours to allow CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene knockout. Single cell clones from 

cells treated with CRISPR and sgRNA plasmids were generated by limiting dilution 

into a 96-well plate to a target density of 0.5 cells/well. Single clones were grown at 

37°C cell culture incubator with 5% CO2 and 80% relative humidity for three weeks 

before expanded in 6-well plates. Genomic DNA was extracted from the remaining 

cell population using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) for a T7 endonuclease I 

(T7EI) assay.  

The cells were counted using either a Fuchs-Rosenthal hemocytometer or 

Countess II (Invitrogen). Cell viability was determined by the Trypan blue exclusion 

method. CHO harvested cell culture fluid (HCCF) from wildtype and lpl knockout 

clones were separated from the cells by centrifugation (180 x g, 10 min) and stored at -

20°C. 
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5.2.3 T7 Endonuclease I (T7EI) assay for targeting efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 

 

The overall targeting efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 can be assessed using a T7EI 

assay. T7EI is an enzyme that recognizes and cleaves heteroduplex DNA, a double-

stranded DNA with mismatched bases. Insertions or deletions (indels) derived from 

CRISPR-Cas9 activity were assessed by PCR amplification. Genomic regions around 

the CRISPR target site were amplified from the genomic DNA extracts using Phusion 

high-fidelity polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), by touchdown 

PCR (98 °C for 1 min; 11x: 98 °C for 10 s, 72–66 °C (-0.5 °C/cycle) for 15 s, 72 °C 

for 8 s; 30x: 98 °C for 10 s, 66 °C for 15 s, 72 °C for 8 s; 72 °C for 10 min) using PCR 

primers listed in Table A.2. The PCR products were subjected to a reannealing process 

to enable heteroduplex formation (95°C for 5 min; 95-85°C ramped at -2°C/s; 85-

25°C ramped at -0.1°C/s; and held at 4 °C). Annealed PCR products were 

subsequently digested with T7EI (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 20 minutes. The 

digests were analyzed on a 2% TAE gel and the percentage of indels was estimated 

from analysis of the cut and uncut gel bands with ImageJ. 

 

5.2.4 Gene sequencing by TOPO cloning 

 

The genomic regions covering the three lpl sgRNA target sites were PCR-

amplified from the genomic extracts as described in the T7EI assay. PCR products 

were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). Purified PCR 

products were TOPO-cloned into the pCR-Blunt II-TOPO vector using the Zero Blunt 
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TOPO PCR Cloning Kit (Invitrogen) and transformed into Escherichia coli cells One 

Shot TOP10 competent cells (Invitrogen). Transformed cells were then plated on 

lysogeny broth (LB)-kanamycin agar plates and grown at 37 °C overnight. Single 

colonies were picked and grown in LB medium with 50 ug/mL kanamycin at 37 °C 

overnight. Plasmids from single colonies were extracted using QIAprep Spin Miniprep 

Kit (Qiagen) and the sequences of the plasmids were verified by Sanger sequencing 

(DBI sequencing center, Newark, DE, USA) using the M13 (-27) reverse primer. 

 

5.2.5 LPL protein expression analysis by western blot 

 

HCP from CHO HCCF were precipitated with methanol by the addition of 2 

volumes of methanol to 1 volume of CHO HCCF, followed by overnight incubation at 

-20 °C. The precipitated protein was recovered by centrifugation (5000 rpm, 65 min, 4 

°C) and resolubilized in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Concentrations of 

resolubilized HCPs were measured with a Bradford assay. 30 µg of CHO HCPs were 

first treated with SDS and DTT, followed by an incubation at 95 °C for 5 minutes, 

before loading to Mini-PROTEAN TGX precast gel (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA). 

Proteins were separated by electrophoresis by applying a constant voltage, 150 V, for 

1 hour, and were then transferred to 0.45 µm polyvinylidene difluoride membrane 

(Invitrogen) by applying a constant voltage, 100 V, for 1 hour. Membranes were 

blocked in 3% non-fat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline with TWEEN 20, pH 8.0 

(TBST, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 1 hour. A membrane was incubated 

overnight at 4°C with LPL N-terminus primary antibody (1:500 dilution), which 
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recognizes LPL residues 27-79 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA). A 

second membrane was incubated overnight at 4°C with LPL C-terminus primary 

antibody (1:250 dilution), which recognizes LPL residues 297-326 (Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK). Following 3 x TBST washes, the membranes were incubated with 

alkaline phosphatase conjugated mouse anti-rabbit IgG (1:5,000 dilution, Sigma-

Aldrich). Bound antibodies were detected using enhanced chemi-fluorescence (ECF, 

GE Healthcare Life Sciences) substrate following the manufacturer’s instructions and 

imaged using a Typhoon FLA-7000 scanner. 

 

5.2.6 CHO HCP Preparation and LPL-specific MRM Assay 

 

HCP from CHO HCCF were precipitated with methanol by the addition of 2 

volumes of methanol to 1 volume of CHO HCCF, followed by overnight incubation at 

-20 °C. The precipitated protein was recovered by centrifugation (5000 rpm, 65 min, 4 

°C). Residual detergent was removed by DetergentOUT GBS10-800 detergent 

removal kit (G-Biosciences, St. Louis, MO, USA) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Trypsin digestion was performed as described (Valente, 2014). Peptide 

pellets were resolubilized in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Fisher Scientific, Fair 

lawn, NJ, USA), loaded onto C18 ZipTips (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and 

eluted in 50% acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA). 

Concentrations of resolubilized HCPs were measured with a Bradford assay. 

LC-MRM assay was performed on a QTrap 4000 (AB Sciex, Foster City, CA, 

USA) equipped with an UltiMate 3000 nLC system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 
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Digested CHO HCPs were injected onto a C18 trap column (Dionex), and washed 

with 2% acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid (Mallinckrodt Chemicals, Phillipsburg, 

NJ, USA) for 5 min with a flow rate of 30 µl/min, then eluted onto a C18 column 

(Acclaim PepMap100, 75 µm X 150 mm, 3µm, 100 Å, Dionex) by a program of 2 – 

49% acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid in 50 min, followed by 49% acetonitrile with 

0.1% formic acid for 20 min. Column eluate was directly injected into a QTrap 4000 

through a nanoSpray II source (AB Sciex) with an uncoated fused-silica Pico tip (New 

Objective, Woburn, MA, USA). The instrument was operated in positive ESI ion 

mode, with spray voltage at 2400 V and a source temperature of 150 °C, with MRM 

triggered enhanced resolution scan and enhanced product ion scans. MRM transitions 

were generated with Skyline v2.5 (MacLean et al. 2010) and monitored through 

Analyst 1.6.2 (AB Sciex) with parameters specified in Table 5.3. Raw MRM data 

were integrated for peak area with Skyline and normalized to 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR with c-terminal 13C15N-labeled R. All analysis was 

performed with three technical replicates. 
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Table 5.3:  MRM assay parameters. The ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR peptide targets 

LPL residues 151-173, while GLGDVDQLVK targets LPL residues 232-242. 

  Target peptide sequence 
Precursor 

(m/z) 

Product 

(m/z) 
ID 

Scan 

time 

(ms) 

CE 

(V) 

 LPL 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 793.424 +2y7 20 72.9 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 753.355 +2y14+2 20 67.9 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1002.987 359.204 +2y3 20 52.9 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1007.991 803.392 +2y7 20 72.9 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1007.991 758.359 +2y14+2 20 67.9 

ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR 1007.991 369.212 +2y3 20 52.9 

GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 873.478 +2y8 20 30.5 

GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 701.429 +2y6 20 30.5 

GLGDVDQLVK 522.29 602.361 +2y5 20 30.5 

SPARC 

NVLVTLYER 553.814 780.425 +2y6 20 35.4 

NVLVTLYER 553.814 681.357 +2y5 20 35.4 

NVLVTLYER 553.814 467.225 +2y3 20 35.4 

 

 

 

 

5.2.7 PS80 and PS20 Degradation Assay 

 

CHO HCCF harvested from lpl knockout cells and the wildtype control were 

subjected to concentration and buffer exchange using a 4-mL capacity centrifugal 

filtration device with 10 kDa MWCO membranes (EMD Millipore). The centrifugal 

filtration device was wetted twice with 4 mL ddH2O and centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 

15 minutes. They were then filled with 4 mL of HCCF from each clone and 

centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 20 minutes. The samples were then subjected to three 

rounds of buffer exchange, where 3.9 mL of 50 mM Bis-tris, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 6.8 

buffer was added to each centrifugal filtration device and centrifuged at 5000 RPM, 20 
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minutes for two rounds and then 15 minutes for the third round. Protein concentrations 

of buffer-exchanged HCPs were measured by Bradford assay. 

Buffer exchanged HCCF were incubated with 50 mM Bis-tris, 10 mM CaCl2, 

pH 6.8 buffer and 246 µM (0.03% w/w) PS80 or 269 µM (0.03% w/w) PS20 at 37 °C 

for 12 hours with mixing at 400 rpm. The degradation of PS80 and PS20 were 

measured using the EnzyChrom Free Fatty Acid Kit (BioAssay Systems, Hayward, 

CA, USA), which measures the concentration of fatty acid released following 

polysorbate hydrolysis. The LPL inhibitor study includes 2 µM apolipoprotein C-III 

(apoC-III, Sigma-Aldrich) in the reaction mixture. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Rational design of sgRNA target sites 

 

A rational design of the sgRNA target site is necessary to knockout LPL 

function while minimizing off-target genome-editing on other CHO genes (Fu et al., 

2014; Kuscu et al., 2014; Ran et al., 2013). The design for CRISPR/Cas9-mediated 

genome editing requires a selection of target sites that are located in the exons of the 

lpl gene. These targets are filtered based on their location in the lpl gene and sequence 

similarity to the rest of the CHO-K1 genome (Ronda et al., 2014). A MATLAB script 

was written to facilitate the compilation of all possible target sequences in lpl 

(Appendix B). The compiled target sequences were compared to the results obtained 

by “CRISPy” (Ronda et al., 2014), an interactive bioinformatics tool that displays the 
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sequences’ exon locations and calculates the number of off-target mismatches the 

sequence has, relative to the CHO-K1 genome. Each target sequence follows the 

format, GN19NGG, where N is any nucleotide. The U6 promoter (G-), commonly used 

to express small RNAs, and Cas9 recognition site (-NGG) restrict other nucleotides of 

the target sequence. 

The exon and its corresponding function were taken into consideration when 

selecting target sequences. The lpl gene is composed of 10 exons and 9 introns (Braun 

& Severson, 1992). Six exons with corresponding functional sites have been identified 

in the LPL protein, as shown in Table 5.4. The active site of LPL, encoded by exon 5, 

is essential for the hydrolysis of lipids to occur. The heparin-binding site, encoded by 

exon 6, serves as a bridge between the protein and lipoprotein. A study has shown that 

an inactive heparin-binding site diminishes LPL activity (Lutz et al., 2001). Newly 

synthesized LPL undergoes N-linked glycosylation in the endoplasmic reticulum to be 

catalytically active. An LPL protein that is not N-linked glycosylated is catalytically 

inactive and accumulates in the endoplasmic reticulum (Braun & Severson, 1992). 

Additionally, glycosylation is often required for the protein to be correctly folded and 

packaged. Improperly-folded LPL proteins tend to aggregate and remain in the 

endoplasmic reticulum, where rapid degradation of inactive LPL occurs.  The selected 

target sequences for functional lpl knockout, as listed in Table 5.1, are present only in 

the lpl gene in the CHO-K1 genome and contain the lowest number of off-targets 

mismatch and are predicted to disrupt at least one important functional site. Exon 5, 

which encodes for the active site of LPL, exon 6, which encodes for the heparin 

binding domain, and exon 8, which encodes for the N-linked glycosylation site, were 

the three target domains for CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. 
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Table 5.4:  Corresponding functional site of lpl exons. 

Exon Functional site 

1 5’ untranslated region and signal peptide  

2 N-linked glycosylation site (Asn-Xaa-Ser) 

4 Interfacial lipid binding region 

5 Active site (Gly-Xaa-Ser-Xaa-Gly) 

6 Heparin-binding domain 

8 N-linked glycosylation site (Asn-Xaa-Thr) 

 

 

 

 

5.3.2 CRISPR/Cas9 shows targeted endonuclease activity in the lpl target 

regions in CHO cells 

 

Three sgRNA expression vectors, each specific for their respective lpl exon 

target, were constructed and individually co-transfected with a Cas9 expression vector 

in CHO-K1 cells. The efficacy of CRISPR-mediated genome-editing was determined 

three days post-transfection with CHO-K1 cells transfected with pmaxGFP plasmids. 

The transfection efficiency of Lonza’s nucleofector kit was determined to be 91.3% 

with cells at 62.6% viability (Figure A.1).  

The percentages of cells with indels were measured by a T7EI digestion assay 

(Figure 5.1). PCR products from the cell populations treated with CRISPR/Cas9 were 

stained with SYBR Green and visualized with a DNA gel imaging system. Indel 

frequencies (%) were analyzed using ImageJ. The indel percentages observed in 

CRISPR-treated cell populations were 7.0%, 1.1%, and 0.0% for cells transfected with 

sg1, sg2, and sg3, respectively.  Indels not observed in cells treated with sg3 may be 

contributed by the instability of sgRNA formation, which depends on folding energy 
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and G-quadruplex formation (Moreno-Mateos et al., 2015). CRISPR/Cas9 is a 

relatively new technology, so while there are many tools that offer computational 

predictions of the best sgRNA, the parameters affecting the specificity and efficiency 

of the system are still unclear and have not been optimized. 

 
Figure 5.1: Analysis of indels in lpl. The frequency of indels generated at lpl target 

sites upon transient transfection of Cas9 and their respective sgRNAs. The percentage 

of indels in the cell population is measured by analyzing the intensity of both 

fragmented and unfragmented bands. WT1, WT2, and WT3 represent the genomic 

regions of target sites 1 (exon 5), 2 (exon 6), and 3 (exon 8), respectively, in wildtype 

cells. LPL1, LPL2, LPL3 represent the genomic regions of target sites in cells 

transfected with sg1, sg2, and sg3, respectively. The results are from one biological 

replicate. 

5.3.3 Generation of LPL knockout CHO-K1 cell lines 

 

Single cells from cell populations transfected with sg1 and sg2 were expanded 

to generate clonal cell lines by limiting dilution. Genomic DNA from expanded clonal 
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cell lines was extracted and the lpl gene region of interest was PCR amplified. The 

sequences were then sent to the DBI sequencing center for Sanger sequence analysis. 

Three clones (A, B, C) targeting exon 5 and two clones (D, E) targeting exon 6 

showed indels in LPL (Figure 5.2A). Clones A, B, and C show two different 

mutations, while clones D and E show one mutation in lpl. This suggests that clones 

A, B, and C may contain two subpopulations with changes in the lpl gene, while 

clones D and E contain only one subpopulation. Based on the indels, changes to the 

amino acid composition and the molecular weight of the LPL protein were predicted 

(Figure 5.2B). Four of the five clones (clones B, C, D, and E) contain indels in the lpl 

gene that could lead to a frameshift mutation and, if expressed, a truncated LPL 

protein. The truncated LPL protein is predicted to be 197 to 251 amino acids shorter 

than the native LPL protein, with regions near the C-terminus deleted. Clone A 

contain one allele that leads to a 6-amino acid deletion. However, the predicted amino 

acid composition of LPL for clone A revealed that the deletion occurs at the active 

site. More specifically, the serine and second glycine of the Gly-Xaa-Ser-Xaa-Gly 

active site are deleted. The five CHO lpl knockout cell lines were selected for further 

characterization. 
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Figure 5.2: Genome editing of lpl in CHO-K1 cells by CRISPR/Cas9. (A) Sanger 

sequences of lpl exons 5 and 6 obtained from five CHO lpl knockout clones. 

Subpopulations were designated as I and II. The change to lpl is denoted by + or -, 

indicating addition or deletion of nucleotides, respectively. The target sequences are 

highlighted in green. Specific changes to the gene are highlighted in red. (B) Predicted 

length and expected molecular weight of LPL protein. AA = amino acid, MW = 

molecular weight, measured in kDa. 
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5.3.4 Characterization of CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines by western analysis 

and LPL-specific MRM assay 

 

To investigate whether the genome modifications introduced by CRISPR/Cas9 

resulted in the expression of a native LPL protein, the five CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell 

lines with validated genotypes described above were analyzed by western to assess 

their relative expression of the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of the LPL protein. 

CHO HCCF from each cell culture was collected on Day 4 and LPL protein 

expressions were analyzed by western using two LPL antibodies, N-terminus LPL 

antibody and C-terminus LPL antibody (Figure 5.3A). The relative expression of N-

terminus and C-terminus LPL were analyzed using ImageJ (Figure 5.3B).  

Western analysis shows reduced expression of LPL near the expected 

molecular weight of 53 kDa from clone A, with 40% relative expression of the N-

terminus LPL and 22% relative expression of the C-terminus LPL. Clone A is 

predicted to express two modified LPL proteins with molecular weights 24.7 and 52.2 

kDa. Previous sequencing analysis suggests that this protein could be a modified LPL 

with 6-amino acid deletion of molecular weight 52.2 kDa. The presence of the 

modified 24.7 kDa LPL protein was not observed in clone A.  Neither native LPL 

expression, at 53 kDa, nor modified LPL expressions were detected in clone B. Clone 

B is predicted to express two modified LPL proteins molecular weights 25.0 and 24.4 

kDa. Similarly, neither native LPL expression nor modified LPL expression were 

detected in clones C and E. Native LPL expression was not detected in clone D. 

However, expression of the modified LPL protein was detected using the N-terminus 

LPL antibody, as indicated by the white arrow in Figure 5.3A. Clone D is predicted to 
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express a modified LPL protein of molecular weight 29.9 kDa. Expression of the 

modified LPL protein in clone D was not detected using the C-terminus LPL antibody. 

This is expected because the modified LPL protein in clone D consists of the first 276 

amino acids of the native LPL protein, while the C-terminus antibody can only detect 

LPL-297 to LPL-326 of the native LPL protein. 
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Figure 5.3: Characterization of LPL protein expression from CHO lpl knockout cell 

lines by western. (A) Western of LPL protein with N-terminus LPL antibody (Anti-

LPL(N)) and C-terminus LPL antibody (Anti-LPL (C)). The predicted molecular 

weight of LPL is 53 kDa. The red arrow indicates the native LPL band. The yellow 

arrow indicates the altered LPL protein expressed by clone A, with predicted 

molecular weight of 52.2 kDa. The white arrow indicates the altered LPL protein 

expressed by clone D, with predicted molecular weight of 29.9 kDa.  (B) LPL 

expression measured by N-terminus and C-terminus LPL antibody, relative to 

wildtype control. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three 

biological replicates. 
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LPL expression from lpl knockout cells and wildtype cells were also measured 

by an MRM assay, which is specific for the detection of LPL. The peptide fragments 

used for the detection of LPL expression are ITGLDPAGPNFEYAEAPSR (ITG) and 

GLGDVDQLVKC (GLG). The positions of the peptide fragment and areas affected 

by CRISPR/Cas9 are shown in Figure 5.4. The relative ITG and GLG expressions of 

the five lpl knockout were compared to the wildtype control (Figure 5.5A, B). The 

expression of both ITG and GLG peptides in clone A was 5% of the wildtype control. 

The presence of both peptides in clone A is consistent with the sequencing and 

western blot data. The absence of or low expression of ITG and GLG peptides in 

clones B, C and E were also consistent with the sequencing and western data. The 

expressions of ITG and GLG peptides in clone D were 132% and 92% of the wildtype 

control, respectively. The presence of both peptides in clone D is consistent with both 

the sequencing and western blot data. 

Western and MRM results both support the absence of a native LPL expression 

in all five CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines. The successful knockout at the protein 

level of LPL occurred through frameshift mutations in the exons (clones B, C, D, E) 

which yielded either no expression or truncated expression of LPL proteins. 
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Figure 5.4: Peptides used for LPL MRM detection. Peptides are indicated by red lines. 

Green lines illustrate the location where frameshift or amino acid deletion occurs. 

Exon 5 is targeted by clones A, B, and C. Exon 6 is targeted by clones D and E. 
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Figure 5.5: Characterization of LPL protein expression from CHO lpl knockout cell 

lines by MRM. LPL expressions are normalized to the wildtype control. (A) 

Expression of LPL ITG peptide. (B) Expression of LPL GLG peptide. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean from three technical replicates. 
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5.3.5 Culture performance of LPL knockout CHO-K1 cell lines 

 

Previous study of LPL knockdown by siRNA interference (Chapter 3) showed 

that reduced LPL expression did not significantly affect cell culture performance. The 

five CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines (A, B, C, D, E) were cultivated parallel to the 

wildtype CHO-K1 control to evaluate the effect of a functional lpl knockout on culture 

performance. The cell culture performance study includes comparisons on integrated 

viable cell density, viability, and total extracellular protein between lpl knockout cell 

lines and the wildtype control. Viable cell density and percentage of cell viability were 

measured daily for 10 days, while total extracellular protein was measured on day 4. 

The five CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines showed similar integrated viable cell density 

(IVCD) to the wildtype control during the first six days of cultivation and by Day 10 

the IVCD of lpl knockouts ranged from -16% to +5% of the wildtype control (Figure 

5.6A). High levels of cell viability were maintained for 8 days across all cultures, with 

three lpl knockout cell lines (A, C, D) able to maintain longer cell culture durations 

with over 50% viability (Figure 5.6B). Changes to total extracellular protein in the 

HCCF on day 4 of cultivation were not statistically significant (p > 0.05) with the 

exception of clones B (p = 0.013) and E (p = 0.046), which produced 29% and 17% 

more protein than the wildtype control, respectively (Figure 5.6C).  

The reduction of IVCD in lpl knockout cell lines suggests that LPL activity 

affects cell growth. This is supported by previous studies that showed cell growth is 

promoted by the addition of free fatty acids and phospholipids in mammalian cell 

culture (Prasad, 1980; Schmid et al., 1991). Minimal changes to IVCD observed 

across the cell lines indicate that the absence of LPL does not impair cell culture. 
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Variable total protein production between the cell lines does not give a clear indication 

of LPL’s role in HCP productivity. With the absence of native LPL expression, the lpl 

knockout cell lines were able to maintain properties that are important for 

biopharmaceutical processing, including IVCD, viability, and total extracellular 

protein expression. 
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Figure 5.6: Cell culture performance of CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines. (A) 

Integrated viable cell density (IVCD) and (B) viability cell culture profile of CHO-K1 

wildtype, and clones A, B, C, D, and E. Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean from two biological replicates. (C) Total extracellular protein expression at Day 

4 of cell culture. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three 

biological replicates. 
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5.3.6 Polysorbate degradation is reduced in lpl knockout cell lines 

 

The impact of LPL on formulation stability, more specifically polysorbate 

degradation, was examined indirectly by measuring the free fatty acid concentration in 

polysorbate samples incubated with CHO HCCF. Polysorbate degradation is measured 

indirectly by measuring free fatty acid concentration since enzymatic hydrolysis of 

PS80 yields oleic acid and an alcohol component, while enzymatic hydrolysis of PS20 

yields lauric acid and an alcohol component. mAb formulations typically contain 0.01-

0.05% w/w surfactants; higher percentages of surfactants can cause protein unfolding 

(Marichal-Gallardo & Alvarez, 2012). PS80 or PS20 with a final concentration of 

0.03% w/w was incubated with concentrated CHO HCCF obtained from wildtype 

CHO-K1 cells or CHO-K1 lpl knockout cells. Samples used in an LPL inhibitor study 

were incubated with either PS80 or PS20 and 2 µM apolipoprotein C-III, which has 

been shown to inhibit LPL activity (Bobik, 2008; Larsson et al., 2013; McConathy et 

al., 1992). The samples were incubated at an elevated temperature of 37 °C to 

accelerate the formation of free fatty acids. The free fatty acid concentrations of each 

sample were examined following 12 hours of incubation (Figure 5.7). 

CHO HCCF from CHO wildtype control degraded 34.3% (84.6 µM) of the total 

PS80 during the 12-hour incubation. Incubation of CHO wildtype HCCF with 

apolipoprotein C-III, an inhibitor of LPL, reduced PS80 degradation by 28.2% (Figure 

5.7A), which supports our previous observations regarding the impact of LPL on PS80 

degradation (Chapter 3). A PS80 degradation assay with HCCF from the various lpl 

knockout lines showed that only 18.2% (44.7 µM) to 20.5% (50.4 µM) of total PS80 

was degraded. This represents a reduction of 40.5% to 47.1% in PS80 degradation, 
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compared to the CHO-K1 wildtype control (Figure 5.7A). Minimal changes to PS80 

degradation by CHO HCCF from CHO-K1 lpl knockout were seen with the addition 

of apolipoprotein C-III (Figure 5.7A) and were within the assay’s limit of quantitation 

(5%).  

A similar analysis was applied to our study in PS20 degradation. HCCF from 

CHO wildtype control degraded 38.0% (102.1 µM) of total PS20. Incubation of CHO 

wildtype HCCF with apolipoprotein C-III, an inhibitor of LPL, reduced PS20 

degradation by 20.2% (Figure 5.7B). PS20 incubated with CHO HCCF from CHO-K1 

lpl knockout reveals that only 16.3% (44.0 µM) to 21.4% (57.5 µM) of total PS20 was 

degraded, which represents a reduction of 43.7% to 57.0% in PS20 degradation, 

compared to the CHO-K1 wildtype control (Figure 5.7B). Changes to PS20 

degradation by CHO HCCF from CHO-K1 lpl knockout observed with the addition of 

apolipoprotein C-III (Figure 5.7B) were minimal and within the assay’s limit of 

quantitation (5%). Inhibitory effects of apolipoprotein C-III in either polysorbate 

degradation assays were not observed with the lpl knockout cell lines, which suggest 

that LPL is not catalytically active, if present. 

A previous study by Valente, et al. had consistently identified LPL to make up 

0.1% of the total CHO HCCF concentration. Although the exact protein composition 

of HCCF used in each polysorbate degradation assay is unknown, the reduction in 

polysorbate degradation (40.5% to 57%) by CHO-K1 lpl knockout HCCF suggests 

that LPL, though not abundantly present in CHO HCCF, plays a significant role in 

polysorbate hydrolysis. 
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Figure 5.7: Effect of LPL on the formation of free fatty acids from enzymatic 

hydrolysis of (A) PS80 and (B) PS20 by CHO HCCF from CHO-K1 wildtype control 

(WT), CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell lines (A, B, C, D, E), and apolipoprotein C-III (I). 

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three biological replicates. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

 

The availability of both the highly adaptable CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing 

tool and CHO-K1 genome sequence allowed us to engineer CHO-K1 cell lines with 

functional lpl knockout. In this study, we report the generation of five CHO-K1 lpl 

knockout cell lines and the impact of LPL on polysorbate degradation, and ultimately, 

formulation stability. The absence of a native LPL in our five CHO-K1 lpl knockout 

cell lines have been confirmed through sequencing and protein quantification assays. 

Polysorbate degradation studies with these cell lines have confirmed that LPL natively 

produced in CHO-K1 cells can degrade either PS20 or PS80 by enzymatic ester 

hydrolysis. In this study, we found that the absence of native LPL expression is 

correlated with reduced polysorbate degradation, thus possibly improve polysorbate, 

and biopharmaceutical, stability. The results reported here demonstrate the application 

of CRISPR/Cas9 for extensive genetic manipulation and genomic analysis of 

engineered CHO cell lines to address biopharmaceutical problems. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Summary of Conclusions 

 

This thesis examined the application of two CHO cell line engineering tools, 

siRNA interference and CRISPR/Cas9, to rationally design a cell line that can be used 

to address problems present in the biopharmaceutical industry. The first part of this 

research demonstrated the use of siRNA interference to reduce lipoprotein (LPL) 

expression in a null CHO-K1 cell line to address its impact on formulation stability. 

Knockdown of LPL expression did not adversely affect cell growth or total 

extracellular protein expression. Incubation of polysorbate 80 (PS80) with host cell 

protein (HCP) containing reduced LPL content revealed that reduced LPL expression 

is associated with reduced PS80 degradation. siRNA interference proved to be a 

versatile tool to examine the function of independent genes by temporarily silencing 

the phenotype.  

The findings from our siRNA interference study motivated subsequent studies 

to examine the application of CRISPR/Cas9 to generate a CHO-K1 cell line with a 

functional lpl knockout and to determine the impact of LPL on polysorbate 

degradation. The availability of the CHO-K1 genome aided our quest to rationally 

design a CHO-K1 lpl knockout cell line. This led to the generation of five different 

CHO-K1 cell lines with lpl knockouts. Characterization of these cell lines revealed 

that the altered LPL is truncated and the relative LPL expression in the cell lines was 
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reduced. Subsequent polysorbate degradation studies demonstrated that LPL plays a 

significant role in the enzymatic hydrolysis of polysorbate 20 (PS20) and PS80. This 

research thesis demonstrates that rational design with CHO cell line engineering tools 

can efficiently advance the process for extensive genetic manipulation and genomic 

analysis of engineered CHO cell lines to address biopharmaceutical problems. 

 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

 

The polysorbate degradation studies performed in this thesis can be extended 

to gain insight on the impact of biologic-based impurities on formulation stability. 

Extensions of this work could improve formulation stability and the safety of 

biopharmaceuticals. 

 

6.2.1 Further investigation on the impact of LPL on formulation and product 

stability 

 

Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis demonstrated the effect of LPL on polysorbate 

degradation under accelerated conditions and explored the implication of these results 

on formulation stability. A polysorbate study under relevant conditions used in 

industry can provide the most accurate representation of LPL’s contribution to 

polysorbate stability. Relevant conditions include polysorbate incubation with mAbs 

and purification of mAbs to reduce HCP impurity. Protein A affinity chromatography 

is often the first step for mAb purification, with two-thirds of commercial mAb 

purification begin with Protein A column chromatography (Marichal-Gallardo & 
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Alvarez, 2012). The product can then be further polished with an ion exchange 

chromatography (IEX), such as cation exchange chromatography (CEX) or anion 

exchange chromatography (AEX). The type of IEX used is based on the characteristic 

of the impurities (Stein & Kiesewetter, 2007). A polysorbate degradation study 

between the wildtype and lpl knockout clones with mAbs following the proper 

purification and polishing steps may provide some information on the rate of 

polysorbate degradation. 

HCP profile of retained impurities produced in lpl knockout cell lines can also 

provide insight on the changes of protein expression following gene disruption of lpl. 

Variable expression of HCP can increase the difficulty in removing these impurities 

because the composition of HCPs expressed upstream was shown to affect HCP 

clearance during downstream purification (Wu, 2013). Proteomics methods such as 

shotgun proteomics and 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis have been applied in 

various studies to detect the HCP composition of CHO cell lines (Valente et al., 2015; 

Valente et al., 2014). These methods can be applied to determine the HCP profile of 

lpl knockout cell lines. One function of LPL is to hydrolyze triglyceride into free fatty 

acids and glycerol. The enzyme activity and binding of LPL to triglycerides are 

maintained by heparan sulfate proteoglycan core protein (Berryman & Bensadoun, 

1995). From this information, we expect to see increased expression of similar lipases, 

such as hepatic lipase and pancreatic lipase, and decreased expression of the heparan 

sulfate proteoglycan core protein. 

From Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis, we found that the disruption of lpl did not 

impair the cell growth of a null CHO-K1 cell line. However, changes to other 

characteristics that are important for biopharmaceutical production, including specific 
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productivity and product quality of recombinant therapeutics, are unknown. A mAb-

producing CHO cell line will provide results that are most relevant to the 

biopharmaceutical industry. However, such cell line will be difficult to obtain. Other 

available CHO cell lines, such as secreted alkaline phosphatase or tissue plasminogen 

activator, could serve as a proof-of-concept demonstration. 

 

6.2.2 Exploration of other HCPs contributing to formulation instability 

 

LPL was one HCP we found to contribute to polysorbate degradation, 

accounting for 40% of both polysorbate 20 and polysorbate 80 degradation (Chapter 

5). Many other HCPs were found to co-purify with mAbs across Protein A capture and 

non-affinity polishing resins (Levy, 2014; Valente, 2014). HCPs that are likely to co-

purify with therapeutic products during polishing chromatography operations and 

contribute to formulation instability are listed in Table 6.1. The retention of HCPs on 

the four polishing chromatographic resins, cation exchange (CEX), anion exchange 

(AEX), hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC), and multimodal cation 

(MMC) are also indicated in the table (Valente, 2014). Basement membrane-specific 

heparan sulfate proteoglycan core protein (HSPG) is responsible for the maintenance 

of enzyme activity and binding of LPL (Berryman & Bensadoun, 1995). It was also 

shown to retain in elution fractions following AEX, HIC, and MMC (Table 6.1). 

HSPG’s association with LPL and its retention with multiple resins are two pieces of 

evidence that support the evaluation of HSPG and its impact on polysorbate 

degradation. Cathepsin D is an enzyme that was shown to be associated with 

hydrolysis of lipids and is retained in elution fractions following HIC. Triacylglycerol 
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lipase was identified to retain in high-concentration drug products and hypothesized to 

contribute to polysorbate degradation by Labrenz (Labrenz, 2014). Polysorbate studies 

with these HCPs can provide information that can be used to improve formulation and 

product stability. 

 

 

Table 6.1:  HCPs likely to co-purify with therapeutic products (Valente, 2014) and 

contribute to formulation instability. Four polishing chromatographic resins are cation 

exchange (CEX), anion exchange (AEX), hydrophobic interaction chromatography 

(HIC), multimodal cation (MMC). Cross-interaction chromatography (CIC) is used to 

evaluate product association under HIC conditions. Liquid chromatography (LC) and 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) were two techniques used to separate and 

identify the protein composition. (a) triacylglycerol lipase was not identified in 

Valente’s study but was identified by Labrenz (2014). Chromatography data for 

triacylglycerol lipase is not available. 

Protein Identification 

CEX AEX HIC MMC 

LC PAGE 
LC 

   Early       Late 
PAGE LC CIC LC PAGE 

Basement membrane-specific 

heparan sulfate proteoglycan 

core protein 

   x x x  x  

Cathepsin D       x   

Triacylglycerol lipase
a
 _______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix A 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 5 

A.1 Preface 

 

This appendix Chapter contains supplementary materials to support the work 

presented in Chapter 5. 

 

A.2 Supplementary table and figures for Chapter 5 

 

 

Table A.2:  Sequencing primers. 
Target 

Exon 
Primer pair 

Anneal Temp, °C PCR length, bp 

E.5 
GGATCCAGCTGGGCCTAACT 

66 219 
CGCTCTGCAATCACACGAAT 

E.6 
TGTGGACCAGCTGGTAAAGT 

62 240 
TTGTAGGGCATCTGAGAGCG 

E.8 
GCCTGAGGTCTCCACAAATA 

58 182 
TTTTCTGAGTCTCTCCTGCT 
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Figure A.1: Transfection efficiency of Lonza Nucleofector. The transfection efficiency 

of CHO-K1 cells is evaluated following transfection with pmaxGFP plasmid. Upon 

transfection with the pmaxGFP plasmid, the cells express GFP. The percentage of 

cells transfected with pmaxGFP is determined by a flow cytometer. 
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Appendix B 

MATLAB SCRIPT FOR SGRNA SELECTION 

B.1 Preface 

 

The MATLAB script written for sgRNA selection is presented in this 

appendix. The selection of sgRNA obtained from this program was compared with the 

results obtain using CRISPy. 
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B.2 MATLAB script for a complete list of possible sgRNA 

 
clear all; clc; 

  
Genomic_DNA = input('Input the full genomic DNA (CAPITAL letters of 

A, T, C, G only): ', 's'); 

  
% Changing sense strand to antisense strand 
Antisense_DNA = Genomic_DNA; 
for i = 1:length(Antisense_DNA) 
    if Antisense_DNA(i) == 'G' 
        Antisense_DNA(i) = 'C'; 
    elseif Antisense_DNA(i) == 'C' 
            Antisense_DNA(i) = 'G'; 
    elseif Antisense_DNA(i) == 'A' 
            Antisense_DNA(i) = 'T'; 
    elseif Antisense_DNA(i) == 'T' 
            Antisense_DNA(i) = 'A'; 
    end 
end 

  
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
% ***** Finding 'G(N)20 GG' in sense DNA... ***** 

  
% Finding location of GG and G 
GG_sense = strfind(Genomic_DNA, 'GG'); 
for j = 1:length(GG_sense) 
    start_sense_pos = GG_sense(j) - 21; % - 21 because location of 

‘GG’ is first G in GG 

     
    if start_sense_pos <= 0 
        GG_sense(j) = 0;     
    else GG_sense(j) = GG_sense(j); 
        if Genomic_DNA(start_sense_pos) == 'G'  % Finding if sequence 

ends with G 
        GG_sense(j) = GG_sense(j); 
        else GG_sense(j) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Finding location of G 
GG_sense(GG_sense==0) = []; % Deleting zero elements from array 
G_sense = GG_sense - 21; % location of G with respect to GG 

  
% Finding sgRNA sequence with 'G(N)20 GG' 
for k = 1:length(G_sense) 
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    sgRNA_sense_1 = Genomic_DNA(G_sense(k):GG_sense(k)+1); 
    sgRNA_sense(k,1) = cellstr(sgRNA_sense_1); 
end 

  
% Tabulating sgRNA with corresponding locations 
for l = 1:length(sgRNA_sense) 
    sgRNA_sense_2 = char(sgRNA_sense(l)); 
    Position(l) = strfind(Genomic_DNA, sgRNA_sense_2); 
    End_Position(l) = Position(l) + 22; 
end 

  
Position_S = Position'; 
End_Position_S = End_Position'; 
Position_S = [Position_S, End_Position_S]; 

  
filename = 'Generic_sgRNA.xlsx'; 
xlswrite(filename, Position_S, 'sgRNA Positions', 'C3'); 
xlswrite(filename, sgRNA_sense, 'sgRNA Positions', 'B3'); 

  
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

  
% ***** Finding 'GG(N)20 G' in antisense DNA... ***** 

  
% Finding location of GG and G 
GG_antisense = strfind(Antisense_DNA, 'GG'); 
for j = 1:length(GG_antisense) 
    end_antisense_pos = GG_antisense(j) + 22;  

     
    if end_antisense_pos >= length(Antisense_DNA) 
        GG_antisense(j) = 0;     
    else GG_antisense(j) = GG_antisense(j); 
        if Antisense_DNA(end_antisense_pos) == 'G'  % Finding if 

sequence ends with G 
        GG_antisense(j) = GG_antisense(j); 
        else GG_antisense(j) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Finding location of G 
GG_antisense(GG_antisense==0) = []; % Deleting zero elements from 

array 
G_antisense = GG_antisense + 22; % location of G with respect to GG 

  
% Finding sgRNA sequence with 'GG(N)20 G' 
for k = 1:length(G_antisense) 
    sgRNA_antisense_1 = 

Genomic_DNA(G_antisense(k):GG_antisense(k)+1); 
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    sgRNA_antisense(k,1) = cellstr(sgRNA_antisense_1); 
end 

  
% Tabulating sgRNA with corresponding locations 
for m = 1:length(sgRNA_antisense) 
    sgRNA_antisense_2 = char(sgRNA_antisense(m)); 
    Position(m) = strfind(Antisense_DNA, sgRNA_antisense_2); 
    End_Position(m) = Position(m) + 22; 
end 

  
Position_AS = Position'; 
End_Position_S = End_Position'; 
Position_AS = [Position_AS, End_Position_AS]; 

  
filename = 'Generic_sgRNA.xlsx'; 
xlswrite(filename, Position_AS, 'sgRNA Positions', 'H3'); 
xlswrite(filename, sgRNA_antisense, 'sgRNA Positions', 'G3'); 

  

 

 

 


